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Jackie Schlegel <jackie@texansforvaccinechoice.com>

Fwd: This weeks meetings 
1 message

Matt Langston <mlangston@engageright.com> Wed, Nov 3, 2021 at 5:12 PM
To: Jackie Schlegel <jackie@texansforvaccinechoice.com>

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jacqueline Wronko <jwronko@engageright.com> 
Date: November 3, 2021 at 12:17:14 PM CDT 
To: Matt Langston <mlangston@engageright.com> 
Subject: Fwd: This weeks meetings 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Heather Jones <admin@texansforvaccinechoice.com> 
Subject: This weeks meetings 
Date: November 3, 2021 at 10:51:56 AM CDT 
To: Jacqueline Wronko <jwronko@engageright.com>, Regan DeMarines
<regan@texansforvaccinechoice.com> 

Sorry. Moving the text convo to email so I can keep track better. I feel text can get buried
sometimes. Today I have been busy going to the storage unit and organizing for this
weekend's event. I just found out yesterday the stuff from Austin was already at our storage
unit, so trying to catch up. 

You said Matt wants two meetings: Legislative meeting-Thursday and Fundraiser meeting at
some point. I know the fundraising meeting has been on the agenda to have for a few weeks
now. 

Thursday I have a meeting for vball at 10:00 tomorrow but I am free from 8-10 and then 12:00-
2:00. Tomorrow I have our first playoff match, and need to be at my gym by 2:45. Was hoping
to get meetings in today.  

Friday I’m available 8-11:30. I have practice at noon. Volleyball season will be over in the next
2 weeks which will help my availability.

Before Jackie's mom passed away I told her I needed Thursday’s off for time with my oldest
daughter.  I have not stuck to that. I was trying to be flexible with all the changes.  I’m
assuming that wasn’t communicated to you and Matt, so I’m letting you know now so I can get
back to that.  Thursdays I will not be readily available unless needed for emergency situations.
I try to check email periodically, but try not to schedule meetings. I try to be in the office 2-3
days a week and 1-2 days from home.  Usually that is Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  I
am to work 20-30 hours a week based on what is needed.  

Lastnight Jackie let me know Matt is in charge, which I was not aware of. It was explained to
us Jackie was still in charge and Matt was just the middle man passing communication
between the team and her.  Since that is not the case, and he is in charge, I felt it only fair and
necessary to communicate with Matt my schedule. Just want expectations for all to be as
accurate as possible.  
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Hopefully we can get some good communication going.  Also, we still need to get a meeting
about schedules.

Thanks!
Heather


